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All transmissions are arried out at the xed basi
Abstra t
We present a novel radio hannel stru ture based on rate Rb . A single mobile an transmit 1  m  M
slotted CDMA te hnology intended for arrying traf- pa kets simultaneously, using di erent spreading odes
with diverse bandwidth/QoS requirements. The Ci , (i = 1; : : : ; m) [1℄. The transmission power Pt
essen e of our approa h is a ombination of exi- expedited by a mobile must in rease along with the
ble slotting with allo ation of multiple odes to high- transmission rate m to provide the same signal-tobandwidth mobiles. We demonstrate that the proposed interferen e ratio (S/I) for ea h of the m parallel hans heme eÆ iently integrates multiple traÆ lasses into nels. A qui k and reliable ode a quisition s heme is
essential for the orre t operation of BRICKS. We proa uni ed CDMA system.
pose a parallel a quisition system [6, 7℄ built around a
mat hed lter and utilizing the maximum likelihood
INTRODUCTION
To support servi es within the bit rate ranges o ered strategy. The a quisition pro edure onsists of two
by the third-generation mobile systems, the s ar e phases: sear hing and veri ation. The sear h blo k
resour e of the radio hannel must be shared in a onsists of N parallel mat hed lters [8℄.
highly exible and eÆ ient manner. Two types of so- Fast ode a quisition at the base is more riti al belutions have been proposed for su h systems, one lass ause of the ompa t organization of the uplink frame.
based on the variable spreading gain te hnology (VSG- To fa ilitate it, the mobile transmits a xed length
CDMA) [2, 3℄, and the other on allo ating multiple unmodulated PN sequen e (the a quisition preamble).
The un ertain region L for ode a quisition at the base
odes to a single session (MC-CDMA) [1, 4, 5℄.
In this paper, we introdu e an MC-CDMA proto- station is determined by the maximum distan e D beol, dubbed BRICKS. As two integral omponents of tween the base and the mobile plus the un ertainty Æ of
our solution, we dis uss a qui k ode a quisition sys- the signal pro essing time: L = ((2D= )+ Æ)=T , where
tem and an air interfa e in whi h the uplink signaling L is the duration of the un ertain region expressed in
hannel is based on ode-domain minislots. We also the number of PN hips, is the speed of light, and T
propose a method to expli itly exploit silent periods in is the PN hip duration.
voi e a tivity. As indi ated by our performan e stud- Assume that the ode syn hronization pro edure
ies, BRICKS eÆ iently a ommodates multiple traÆ starts at time zero. Using N parallel passive nonlasses with di erent bandwidth requirements and QoS oherent PN mat hed lters (PN-MFs), the un ertain
region L is divided into N subsequen es, ea h of length
expe tations.
K = L=N . Ea h PN-MF is loaded with one of the N
subsequen es. The number of sear h ells on ea h deSYSTEM PREREQUISITES
We onsider a network with a single base station (BS) lay line in the mat hed lter 1is K= with the delay of
and a variable number of mobile stations (MS). Sin e T between su essive taps. In KT se onds, NK=
the performan e of a mobile network is limited by the ells are sear hed, with ea h ell orresponding to one
apa ity and exibility of the link from MS to BS, of the possible NK= phases in the un ertain region.
only the stru ture of the uplink is dis ussed in detail.
The proto ol assumes the same prerequisites as WIS- 1 The standard re ommended value of  is 1=2.

The largest sample and the orresponding ode phase
from ea h of the N parallel PN-MFs are stored and
ompared. If the sample ex eeds a threshold 1, a tentative hit is assumed, and the orresponding phase is
used to initiate the orrelator and start the veri ation
pro ess. The sear hing ontinues until a true hit is delared in the veri ation pro ess, or the preamble runs
out, whi hever happens rst. In the former ase, ode
tra king is started; otherwise, the ode syn hronization
is lost.
Every LT se onds, the N PN-MFs are reset with
a new portion of the PN ode shifted by LT se onds.
If a ertain spe i ed number of all tests ex eed the
threshold 2, ode a quisition is assumed and the ode
tra king system takes over the ode syn hronization.
Otherwise, a false alarm is de lared. If a new tentative
hit was found already, say at time Th, the veri ation
pro ess is immediately restarted with the phase shift of
t Th , where t is the urrent time. Otherwise, the veri ation is aborted and postponed until the next hit.
The veri ation is also aborted and reset if within the
urrent sear h interval of KT se onds a new sample
is found that is bigger than the one that triggered the
previous hit. After that interval, however, the orrelator is never reset unless it dete ts a false alarm.
The performan e of a single mat hed lter is analyzed in [6℄. With N parallel lters (mat hed to multiple segments of the ode), the a quisition probability
is mu h higher than the estimate in [6℄, and of order
1 (1 P )N , where P is the probability for a single
lter. Additionally, as subsequent slots transmitted
by the same mobile will tend to be lo ated losely in
time domain, the un ertainty interval for ode a quisition an be entered around the exa t phase found for
the previous slot. Also, this interval an be set mu h
tighter than the upper bound L, depending on how late
the urrent slot follows the last slot for whi h the ode
was su essfully a quired. This is be ause D will tend
to hange very little between onse utive a quisitions.

PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

Every uplink frame is partitioned into a number of logi al hannels spanning two dimensions, i.e., time and
ode. The frame an be envisioned as onsisting of
multiple layers of slots resembling a bri k wall, as in
Figure 1. The amount of power assigned to a hannel
orresponds to the height of the orresponding bri k.
Ex ept for the RA slots, the height of the remaining
slots may vary a ross the ode dimension. This is different, e.g., from [4℄, where di erent slots o urring at
the same time have identi al properties. The RA slots
play in our proto ol a similar role to the ontention
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Figure 1: BRICKS frame stru ture
slots in [4℄. The remaining portion of the frame is built
of four slot types. The granularity of bandwidth allo ation is determined by the size of the standard (basi )
slot, TA, whose duration is sele ted to a ommodate
exa tly one a tive voi e session. The se ond slot type,
TS, is used to build signaling hannels, needed by the
mobiles admitted to the system to provide the base
with feedba k regarding their dynami bandwidth requirements and re eived power. These slots are alloated from the beginning of the frame. They annot
appear too lose to the end, be ause the base must be
able to pro ess the information ontained in them before announ ing the layout of the next frame. As they
are shorter than the TA slots, the last signaling slot
may be followed by an unusable gap.
A slot of the third type spans the entire frame spa e
and is intended for high-bandwidth sessions. We all it
a at slot (or a at hannel) and denote by TF. To inrease the exibility of at allo ation, we admit partial
at slots, denoted by TP, spanning the width o upied
by several TA slots, but less than the whole frame. As
the allo ation of partial at slots is onsiderably more
omplex than for the remaining slot types, it makes
sense to impose restri tions on their size and/or position within the frame. In our virtual implementation
of the proto ol, we have assumed that a partial at slot
is half the size of the (full) at slot, and that it must
be aligned at a half-frame boundary.
When a mobile wants to initiate a session, it randomly sele ts one of the RA hannels and sends a request to the base station using a modi ed ALOHA proto ol. The a ess request pa ket transmitted in the RA
hannel onsists of the following omponents: mobile
ID, servi e type, resour e requirements, delivery deadline, and transmitted power level. The exa t spe iation of resour e requirements depends on the servi e type and may in lude transmission rate, message

length, or be empty. If the base station orre tly reeives the a ess request pa ket, it will assign to the
mobile an uplink signaling hannel. Depending on the
available bandwidth, the mobile may be also immediately assigned a traÆ hannel.
As part of the ontrol pa ket announ ing the layout of the forth oming frame, the base broad asts to
the mobiles the urrent ontention permission status,
indi ating whi h traÆ lasses are allowed to ompete
for bandwidth. With this me hanism, the base is able
to inhibit lower priority sessions when bandwidth beomes s ar e. By thresholding the per eived noise level
in the RA hannels, the base may also sele tively restri t ontention to high priority lasses if that level
appears to be too high.
To provide a satisfa tory reliability of transmission
for a given servi e, the system must ensure that the
bit error rate (BER) does not ex eed the servi espe i maximum [9, 11℄. The BER spe i ation an
be mapped to the bit energy to noise spe tral density ratio Eb/N0 [10℄. In ontrast to [10℄, an allo ated
hannel in BRICKS is always a tive; thus, we have the
following admission onstraint:
K
X
(E =N )k
k < 1;
k = W=R +b (E0 =N
b
b 0 )k
k=1
where K is the number of simultaneous ode hannels in the time slot, (Eb =N0)k is the Eb =N0 requirement for k-th ode hannel, W is the total
spread bandwidth and Rb is the base rate. Consequently, the minimum power assignment is Pi =
i ( + P ), for i = 1; : : : ; K , where  is the ba kground
and .the minimum
total
 re eived power is
Pnoise,
PK
K
P=
1 k=1 k .
k=1 k 
While building the stru ture of the next uplink
frame, the base keeps an allo ation table indexed
by time slots lo ated at the time boundaries of TA
hannels|see Figure 1. Ea h entry in that table stores
the height of the bri k wall a ross the slot (i.e., the sum
of all k falling in the slot) and the list of requests a ommodated at that lo ation. A new TA hannel is allo ated at the lo ation with the smallest height, whi h
results in the update of a single entry in the allo ation
table, while the addition of a new TF hannel simply
raises the height of the entire wall by the same amount.
Formally, the optimal assignment of hannels to the
frame is NP-hard. However the maximum error inurred by the simple greedy approa h is bounded by
max k , whi h seems quite a eptable. We postulate that high priority sessions be restri ted to basi (TA) and full at (TF ) hannels, whose allo a-

tion is straightforward. Following this \rigid" allo ation phase, the leftover frame spa e an be partitioned
among the more exible lower priority sessions. This
way, instead of trying to solve a omputationally diÆult task of partitioning the remaining hunks of bandwidth into a number of rigid hunks, we reverse the
problem and allo ate whatever hunks ome out handy
to exible sessions.
The bandwidth s heduler operates in y les. Every
y le starts with the re eption of all RA slots through
whi h new mobiles register their sessions with the base.
These new requests are appended at the end of the respe tive queues. Then the status of the sessions in
progress is updated based on the re eived ontents of
the signaling hannels TS. Having re eived the last signaling slot, the base is ready to pro ess the request
queues, allo ate bandwidth, and announ e the layout
of the next frame.

VIRTUAL IMPLEMENTATION

We assume that our ellular system o ers four types of
servi e listed in the de reasing order of priority: voi e,
video onferen ing, le transfer, and SMS.

The Radio Channel

The basi rate Rb of our radio hannel is 500 kbps and
the transmission rate needed to sustain a voi e session
in its a tive phase is 22 kbps. The total length of a
single uplink frame is lf = tg +p+lra+Nta(tg +p+lta),
where tg is the guard time (8 bits = 16 s), p is the
a quisition preamble length (32 bits or 64 s), lra is the
length of the ontention slot RA (96 bits or 192 s), lta
is the length of the basi slot TA (384 bits or 768 s{
ATM payload size), and Nta is the number of TA slots
in a single layer of the frame (20). All these numbers
add up to lf = 8616 bits or 17:24 ms. The payload
length of one at slot TF is ltf = Nta  (tg + p + lta)
tg p = 8440 bits.
The total amount of bandwidth available within a
frame is determined by the basi rate Rb , the total
spread bandwidth of the hannel W , and the Eb =N0
requirements of the individual sessions. In our model,
we assume W = 20 MHz as the target bandwidth, although we onsider some other values for omparison.

Signaling Channels

The total length o upied by a single signaling slot TS
is 72 bits, with the payload restri ted to 32 bits. These
bits are partitioned into a 6-bit bandwidth spe i ation, 10 bits for re eived power indi ation, and 8 bits
left for extensions. All signaling slots o upy up to two
layers ( odes) of the rst half of the frame spa e. The
number of signaling hannels per one layer ( ode) is

limited by 58, and the maximum total number of sig- tion, all a tive video sessions are ounted with their
naling hannels is 116. The Eb =N0 ratio for signaling minimum bandwidth bmin and all voi e sessions are
hannels is 6 dB.
assumed to be a tive. The assignment part of bandwidth
s heduling for video sessions is trivial: it onsists
Voi e TraÆ
in
adding
or more TF slots to the bri k wall, apOur variant of the \on-o " voi e model is similar to the propriatelyone
updating
its height everywhere.
one onsidered in [12℄, with the following parameters:
sour e rate = 22 kbps, mean all duration = 3 minutes, File Transfers and SMS
mean talkspurt length = 1 se ond, mean silen e length File transfers have no inherent delay requirements, and
= 1:35 se onds, deadline = 10 se onds, threshold for they an use any rate physi ally available to the mobile.
disabling voi e requests = 10%, QoS (Eb =N0 ) = 5 dB. Our primary obje tive in handling le transfers is to
The arrival pro ess of new alls is Poisson.
maintain a reasonable degree of fairness while avoiding
When a voi e session enters the silent state, its traf- unne essary fragmentation.
hannel is temporarily released, but the onne tion File transfers o ur in bursts, with burst durasustains itself through the signaling hannel. When tion and inter-burst periods being exponentially disthe session gets ba k to the talkspurt mode, its traÆ tributed. During a burst, a new le for transmission is
hannel is reassigned in the next frame.
generated at exponentially distributed intervals. The
The bandwidth temporarily released by a voi e ses- length of every le is exponentially distributed as well.
sion that has entered the silent phase an be assigned to The numeri al parameters assumed in our model are
lower priority sessions, but it annot be used to a om- as follows: mean burst duration = 30 minutes, mean
modate a new voi e session. This way, the bandwidth inter-burst interval = 30 minutes, mean interval bes heduler makes sure that all admitted voi e sessions tween les in a burst = 36 se onds, mean le length
an always be a ommodated in their a tive states.
= 104 KB, threshold for disabling le transfer requests
The a ess ontention permission ag for voi e traf- = 10%. Eb =N0 = 6 dB.
is leared if the population of unservi ed voi e re- File transfer session re eive bandwidth with the prequests ex eeds 10% of all requests in the voi e queue. ferred granularity of one TF slot, in a Round-Robin
The amount of bandwidth assigned to an a tive voi e fashion. If a mobile needs less than a full TF slot to
session is always the same and equal to one basi slot omplete its request, it is assigned a partial at slot TP
TA at Eb =N0 = 5 dB.
or a basi slots TA. The pro edure ontinues until all
bandwidth has been assigned or all mobiles have been
Video TraÆ
This traÆ is des ribed by a DAR(1) (Dis rete Au- satis ed. If no more TF hannels an be allo ated, the
toregressive) model [13℄ with the following parameters: preferred granularity is downgraded to TP and then to
mean sour e rate = 128 kbps, varian e = 5536, orre- TA.
An SMS message is treated exa tly as a le to translation = 0:98, mean all duration = 30 minutes, all
deadline = 10 se onds, threshold for disabling video re- fer, ex ept that the transfer is s heduled with the lowest possible priority. The numeri al parameters are as
quests = 10%. Eb =N0 = 5 dB.
Every admitted video session is guaranteed a ertain follows: mean message length = 6250 bytes, mean inminimum amount of bandwidth bmin. Any bandwidth terval time = 11 se onds, deadline = 2 hours, threshold
requested in ex ess of the minimum is s heduled in a for disabling SMS requests = 20%, Eb =N0 = 6 dB. Both
fair manner using the equal degradation approa h, with the interarrival time and message length are exponenthe servi e grade G = min(1; Ba=Br ), where Ba is the tially distributed.
total maximum bandwidth available for tele onferen ing servi e, after the higher-priority voi e sessions have SELECTED SIMULATION RESULTS
been a ounted for, and Br is the total extra band- The performan e of BRICKS has been investigated by
width requested by the admitted video sessions. The simulation and ompared to the performan e of WISamount of extra bandwidth assigned to a video mobile PER [4℄ and VSG-CDMA [2℄. All proto ols were impleis equal to min(G; br ), where br is the extra bandwidth mented in the same virtual radio environment in whi h
requested by the station.
the sole riterion of a su essful re eption was the bit
While admitting a new video session, the bandwidth energy to noise density ratio Eb=N0.
s heduler assumes that the session an start with the Figure 2 illustrates how the link bandwidth in
minimum bandwidth bmin, and admits the session if BRICKS is shared among the four traÆ lasses. This
that mu h bandwidth is available. For this al ula- graph has been obtained for the total spread bandwidth
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Figure 2: Bandwidth utilization in BRICKS (W = Figure 4: Bandwidth utilization in WISPER (W =
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Figure 3: Bandwidth utilization in BRICKS (W =
5 MHz)
W = 20 MHz. A single point on the X -axis indi ates
the number of mobiles engaged in sessions of a given
type (the same for all four traÆ lasses).
Although le transfers and SMS sessions have lower
priorities than video sessions, their assigned bandwidth
tends to in rease until the very end of the investigated
range of traÆ onditions. There are two reasons for
this behavior. First, there exist silent periods in voi e
sessions that annot be reused to set up new voi e or
video onne tions, but are available to UBR/ABR traflasses. Moreover, be ause of the inherent variability in video load, an equivalent of silent periods also
o urs in video sessions. Se ond, the bandwidth requirements of a video session are stringent and must
be granted in multiples of TF hannels. Consequently,
there exist hunks of bandwidth unusable by video sessions, but available to the mu h less pi ky le and SMS
transfers.

The QoS tradeo s in BRICKS are somewhat better
visible in a network with smaller total spread bandwidth W , whi h leaves less room for the low priority
traÆ to sneak in. Figure 3 has been obtained for a
network with W = 5 MHz. One an learly see in it
how all three lower priority lasses yield to voi e.
The performan e of WISPER under identi al offered load is shown in Figure 4. Notably, the protool a hieves lower maximum hannel utilization than
BRICKS, and the total bandwidth utilization tends to
drop when the system be omes saturated. This trend
is followed by all traÆ lasses (ex ept SMS, whose
bandwidth is too small to be signi ant), whi h means
that the prioritization of the four traÆ types does not
ful ll its purpose very well. For example, an in rease
in the number of admitted video sessions results in a
drop in the portion of bandwidth e e tively available
to voi e sessions. This is aused by two reasons: the
rigidity of bandwidth allo ation, whi h requires that a
given time slot be lled with traÆ of the same lass,
and the relatively poor performan e of the ontention
resolution part of the proto ol (whose impa t was negle ted in the original analysis of WISPER presented
in [4℄).
A similar and more pronoun ed trend an be observed in VSG-CDMA whose performan e is shown
in Figure 5. As it turns out, a realisti implementation of this proto ol exhibits instabilities. Under light
load, the network operates without transmission ontrol, and all ready stations transmit with probability
1. Having dete ted a ongestion in one frame, the base
turns on the ontrolled mode. Consequently, in the
next frame all a tive users transmit with some probability p, whi h solely depends on the number of a tive
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Figure 5: Bandwidth utilization in VSG-CDMA (W =
20 MHz)
mobiles. That frame tends to be underloaded, whi h
for es the network ba k to the un ontrolled mode, and
so on. These os illations do not ne essarily o ur on a
frame-by-frame basis, but their impa t on the overall
performan e of the s heme is noti eable.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a CDMA proto ol aimed at a ommodating traÆ lasses with di erent QoS requirements. The proto ol is exible with bandwidth alloation, yet the omplexity of its bandwidth s heduler
seems to be reasonable. We have demonstrated that
our proto ol well aters to traÆ lasses with diverse
QoS requirements and eÆ iently a ommodates data
traÆ without ompromising the quality of servi e for
voi e and video. This property makes it a good andidate for future mobile networks, in whi h non-voi e
traÆ will onstitute a onsiderably more signi ant
omponent than it does today.
Our approa h of admitting only as many voi e sessions as an be sustained simultaneously runs against
the ommonly a epted poli y that relies on statistial multiplexing to o er more voi e bandwidth to the
users. Although one an only guess about the load patterns of future PCS networks, it is rather obvious that
the ontribution of voi e sessions to those patterns will
tend to de rease. Consequently, it will be pointless to
try to a ommodate as many voi e sessions as physially possible, and the fo us will shift toward eÆ ient
oexisten e of voi e with other session types.
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